Deep Web
Technologies
Explorit Research Accelerator
Federated Search for
Strategic Research and Analysis
In the “time to answer” race, you can’t afford to overlook valuable information.
As the number of internal, subscription, surface web and deep web sources
and databases continue to grow, faster access to quality information is a
strategic necessity for your organization’s survival.

Features & Benefits
One intuitive search page accesses all sources and generates
de-duplicated, aggregated and ranked results.
Powerful search capabilities deliver highly relevant results

Real-time federated search means that a single search simultaneously
accesses multiple sources of quality information. The Explorit Research
Accelerator TM platform is the most powerful and reliable federated search
solution available, lending efficiency, accuracy and focus to the knowledge
discovery process. With our state-of-the-art Incremental Search module and
Relevancy ranker, you can begin finding the right results within seconds from
your most important premium, internal and public resources. Explorit is the
perfect tool to reduce the time you spend hunting for information and to
ensure that the most valuable knowledge is not overlooked.

One Search - All Your Sources

and include Boolean, wildcard and fielded search.
Incremental results display quickly as deeper search
continues in the background.
Intelligent clustering provides semantic grouping of results.
Flexible filter and sort options narrow the results list view by
date, rank, title, author, and source.
Direct Connect downloads selected result citations to
RefWorks, EndNote or other citation managers.
Automatic alerts keep you updated of new results via
RSS/ATOM feeds and email.
Graphical search statistics chart usage, reliability,
performance and ROI across information sources
Search Builder creates multiple, custom search engines for
departments or groups within your organization.
Robust connectors extract the most information from each
source.
Connector monitoring team immediately updates connectors
to operate at peak performance.
Seamless delivery from requirements to deployment working
with our customer-focused Professional Services Group.
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About Deep Web Technologies
Deep Web Technologies creates custom, sophisticated federated search solutions for customers who demand precise,
accurate results. Serving Fortune 500 companies, the Science.gov Alliance, the U.S. Department of Energy, and a variety of research
and library alliances, Deep Web Technologies has built a reputation as the “researcher’s choice” for its advanced, agile information
discovery tools.
Founded by industry thought-leader Abe Lederman, Deep Web Technologies developed the powerful Explorit Research Accelerator
to search , retrieve, aggregate and analyze content from deep web databases—data that is inaccessible to general search engines.
Designed to simplify the search, retrieval and discovery process for knowledge researchers, Explorit delivers the integrity and
credibility high-profile customers need.
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